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The Ambassador
Internship Program at
INESAD

INESAD launched the Ambassador
Internship Program in 2014 in col-
laboration with the Royal Danish
Embassy in Bolivia, and has since
then hosted 18 Ambassador In-
terns from 10 different countries
(see Box below).

These paid internships are aimed at
young, aspiring development pro-
fessionals and researchers who
wish to gain hands-on develop-
ment research experience at INE-
SAD in Bolivia. So far the program

has received applications from
more than 50 candidates in 20 dif-
ferent countries.

A win-win program

The Ambassador Internships are ex-
pected to provide lasting benefits
both to Bolivia, to INESAD, and to the
interns themselves. The interns get
valuable developing country work ex-
perience and publications for their
CVs, which will give them a distinct
edge when applying for Ph.D. studies
or job positions in a highly competi-
tive global market. INESAD benefits
from the youthful energy, creativity
and hard work of the interns while in

The Program
promotes North -
South and South -

South collaboration,
exchange and cross -
fertilization of ideas.

Bolivia, and also from the contacts
they generate for the rest of their
lives. And Bolivia benefits because
these people will become life-long in-
formal ambassadors for Bolivia wher-
ever they end up working.

2014
• Hai-Vu Phan - USA
• Anna Sophia Doyle - Honduras + UK

2015
• Adriana Ballón - Bolivia
• Carlos Calle Saravia - Bolivia
• Marcelo Gutierrez Mallea - Bolivia
• Agnes Medinaceli - Bolivia
• Ditte Beyer - Denmark
• Santiago Alonso - Spain

• Samantha Todd - Canada
• Montserrat Valdivia - Bolivia
• Alaina Senear - USA

2016
• Marta Kormacka - Poland
• Alejandro Herrera - Bolivia
• Alexander Merz - Germany
• Augustus Griffin - USA
• Justus Jan Krause - Germany
• Gabriel Orduña Montekio - Mexico
• Denise Caceres - Bolivia + USA

Box: INESAD's Ambassador Interns
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Anna Sophia Doyle:

I completed an Ambassador Internship from August to December
2014 and found the program was an extremely enriching as well as
fulfilling academic, professional and personal experience. During my
time at INESAD I provided research assistance and collaborated with
senior researchers on working papers, attended and helped with the
annual conference on development economics, wrote content for
the blog and newsletter and participated in several other projects,
including a hilarious office Christmas party.

I would recommend this internship to any young economists in Bo-
livia or abroad interested in development issues and looking to
gain hands-on research experience.

Impressions from former Ambassador Interns

Agnes Medinaceli:

Doing an internship at INESAD offered me valuable insights into
different development topics and a great work experience. My su-
pervisor, Dr. Lykke Andersen, made this a very memorable experi-
ence. She is accessible, supportive, charismatic and a great source
of inspiration. Apart from work and research, I enjoyed the social
events where I made stupendous friends. These last few months
were without a doubt very beneficial!

I highly recommend the Ambassador Internship program to any
student deeply interested in development studies.

Montserrat Valdivia:

My Ambassador Internship at INESAD constituted a powerful mix
of experiences, hard work, and personal development. I had the
opportunity to work with Dr. Lykke Andersen, who is a person to
follow not only in the office, but also in private. She let me contrib-
ute with ideas, data analysis, reports, articles, conferences, and she
guided me in the process of writing my thesis. Being part of the IN-
ESAD team will give you a formal and integral understanding of ac-
ademic work.
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Santiago Alonso Álvarez:

Throughout my internship I was part of a broad project called “The
dynamics of adolescent pregnancy in Bolivia”. Overall my experi-
ence with INESAD was very positive. The work environment is
friendly and supportive. From the beginning I felt part of INESAD's
team. I attended monthly meetings where big and small projects,
plans, and proceedings of the foundation were discussed among
everyone.  I  could bui ld fr iendship with some workmates.

My boss, Boris Branisa, created a close atmosphere in our working
team. He pushes you to be self-sufficient but also to embrace the
advantages of collective thinking and working. He is demanding but
gives you sharp feedback and kind encouragement.

INESAD also gave me the chance to attend to LACEA conference in
Santa Cruz de la Sierra, Bolivia, were I could enjoy great conferenc-
es by relevant people and institutions, (IMF, WB and the like). I
could also talk to a Harvard Business School professor that is now
collaborating with my thesis, which will start right after my intern-
ship at INESAD.

During these 6 months INESAD trained me professionally and per-
sonally. I would like to thank INESAD for giving me the opportunity
to contribute to its work through the internship programme, and I
would like to extend my gratitude to the Danish Embassy in Bolivia
for making it all easier through their financial support. I would be
happy to speak about my experience at INESAD with any future do-
nors or prospective interns.

Marcelo Gutiérrez Mallea:

Doing an internship at INESAD offered me some insights on the
way development topics are approached from a research perspec-
tive in Bolivia. I worked under the supervision of Dr. Beatriz Muri-
el, with whom I wrote a paper on Labour Economics.

What I enjoyed the most was that the social activities that gave
me the opportunity to meet very interesting people, share experi-
ences and drink beer. Overall, these 5 months at INESAD helped
me realize what I'm passionate about. I would recommend this
program to any student willing to move for a couple of months to
Bolivia and have a nice experience.
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The cultural experiences of an Ambassador Intern in Bolivia (by Ditte Beyer)

An additional benefit of being an
Ambassador Intern at INESAD is
the possibility of experiencing the
breathtaking nature and rich cul-
ture of Bolivia. Living in La Paz is in
itself a cultural experience for out-
siders. On a daily basis, this in-
cludes walking among traditionally
dressed women with their colorful
skirts and bowler hats and getting
famil iar  with the smell  of  coca
leaves often chewed by taxi and
bus drivers.

It is also possible to move around
the city in a system of aerial cable
cars, called the teléferico, and from
these it is possible to enjoy the
spectacular views of the dramatic
cliffs surrounding the city of La Paz.
Other cultural experiences include
visiting the witch market, seeing
the traditional cholita wrestling
show in El Alto or attending some
o f  t h e  c u l t u r a l  p a r a d e s  i n  t h e
streets.

The work schedule at INESAD is
flexible and interns are encouraged
to take time to explore other re-
gions of Bolivia during their visit.
Through travelling, it is possible to
discover some of Bolivia's impres-
sive diversity.
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Financing of the Ambassador Internship Program

From La Paz, both tropical nature and incredible snowy mountains can be reached within a few hours by bus. In
the warm areas of Yungas, both the temperature and the ethnic composition change dramatically compared to La
Paz. From the glacier Chacaltaya at 5421 meters above sea level, the consequences of higher temperatures are
obvious as the former ski resort is almost snow free by now.

By visiting areas further away from
La Paz, the large variation of nature
and culture becomes even more
visible. Through the experiences of
the urban metropolis Santa Cruz;
the wine-producing region of Tari-
ja; the colonial cities of Potosí and
Sucre, the chaotic, bustling twin-
city El Alto; the beautiful Isla del Sol
in the middle of the Titicaca Lake;
Rurrenabaque, the entry point to
the amazon region; and the world
famous salt flat Salar de Uyuni, it
becomes clear that Bolivia is so
much more than La Paz.

Only by travell ing through the
country, can one begin to under-
stand the complexities of a coun-
try with 38 official languages and
four  d i f ferent  c l imate  zones .

Through the Ambassador Intern-
ship program, the interns do not
only become future ambassadors
for INESAD. They also become am-
bassadors for Bolivia.

So far the program has been fi-
nanced exclusively by the Royal
Danish Embassy in La Paz through a
three year grant of DKK 162,000
(about USD 25,000). All funds go di-

rectly to the Ambassador Interns to
help them cover travel and subsis-
tence costs during their internship,
up to a maximum of USD 3,000.

Since the Danish Embassy in Bolivia
is about to close, however, we are
looking to integrate other embas-
sies into the program.
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 Adriana Ballón receiving her Ambassador Internship Certificate from the Danish Ambassador in Bolivia, Ole Thonke.

Social life at INESAD greatly benefits from the presence of our Ambassador Interns.
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Additional information
For more information about the Ambassador Internship Program at INESAD, please visit www.inesad.edu.bo
or contact Dr. Lykke E. Andersen (landersen@inesad.edu.bo).

INESAD's Beer & Book Club was also started by an Ambassador Intern


